Product Info
Technical Specs
Cobra Conference (1.8m panorama)
Width mm

		

1820 (71 inches)

Depth mm

		

1545 (60 inches)

Height mm

		

2100 (82 inches)

Floor to table mm				

645 (25 inches)

Screen Gain (Approx.)

0.87

Screen Colour

		
		

Grey

Horizontal (field of view)

		

150°

Vertical (field of view)

		

66°

Seats					Up to 3 persons
Projector					Included
PC					Included (integrated)
Conference Software			(Optional)

Min Projector Requirement
Supported Throw Ratio

		

1:1.7

Suggested Minimum Lumens

		

1500

Max Projector Width
(from lens centre)

		

347mm (13 inches)

Max Projector Depth
(front case to rear legs)

		

430mm (17 inches)

Min Software Requirements
Win7/ 8.1			

32/64 bit

Windows Aero
Direct X			

9,10,11

Open GL			

v2.0 and above

Valid Product Code			

1 licence (per channel)

Cobra Simulation Limited
Alba Innovation Centre
Alba Campus
Livingston
EH54 7GA
Video conferencing

+44-1506 592266
www.cobrasimulation.com

Battle space managament
Museum Exhibits
Control room video feed monitoring
Security desk

Cobra Simulation Limited. All rights reserved. All brands and trade names are the property of their
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Stock Trading desk
Information Hub

One suite
many applications

the cobra Conference Suite
Immersive savings
The Cobra Conference ™ is a state of the art fully integrated immersive high definition
conferencing solution. The platform supports all Windows based conferencing software.
Using our recommended software you can make point to point or multi point high definition
audio and video calls via a server based hardware configuration or cloud based platform.
Everything about this solution is designed with simplicity in mind. A single power on/off
table height button ensures the system is ready to use in under a minute. A familiar simple
interface allows users to call internally from a sign on/off list or dial to any one of up to 3
million existing conference facilities deployed world wide.
Travel Expenses - What does it cost your organisation to send a person to another site for a
meeting? For example vehicle wear and tear, fuel, flights, trains, buses etc.
Time per hour - How many hours and at what cost will those people be “Out Of Office”?
Productivity - Could you be more productive with less travel?

Single Button On/ Off

Reliable Experience - What does it cost your organisation trying to make video calls that are,
low quality, and drop calls using freely distributed closed loop software?

Easy training

Consider these four areas carefully and multiply that cost to your organisation by the number
of people who could benefit from the Cobra Conference platform everyday.

The Cobra Conference suite takes the
complexity away from the user. A brushed
aluminium button is housed at the front
centre section of the glass top. The easy
access button is used to switch on the
complete system. It takes under 1 min for
your system to be ready to make calls.
Once complete simply press the button and
the system shuts down.

Full Integration
Cobra Simulation offers a fully managed and installed high definition conference software
solution. Our recommended software can be installed on an independent server housed in
the pedestal rack system or alternatively hosted within a cloud environment.

Why Cobra Conference?

Immersive Integrated Suites

Experience

Reliable

Video conferencing is about re-creating
a personal one to one experience over
distance. Our immersive platform increases
fidelity and presence vs traditional
solutions thus improving the experience.

Our
solutions
are
designed
to
ensure
a
consistent
reliable
high
quality audio and video feed at all
times vs other free to use platforms.

Portable

Return on investment

The Cobra Conference suite can be deployed
into any room of any building. Using
our sound cancelling panels standalone
rooms can be created in open plan areas.

It is possible to deploy a network of
Cobra Conference hubs for the same cost
as a single dedicated conference room.
Ensuring multiple sites benefit from the
savings.

